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MY WAY

Now, when I look back ever often I realize that the main thing that made me the artist I am was sea, 
the seaside where I was born and where I grew up. The sea with its constant unique rhythm, where 
each wave is different from the next, finding its own way draws on the sand, scattering seashells, 
smoothed out pieces of glass and pebbles, seaweed, jellyfish…
 All these childhood memories are sealed into my mind and for the greater part have foretold my 
path as an artist. And it has been a complicated path. For ten years my architecture and architectural 
practice is what stood on it but during those ten years my nostalgia towards the plastic arts was so 
strong that I saw architecture as their extension.  I somewhat considered this period as ‘time lost”. 
Now, however, I am grateful for this “time lost” which added rational and precise thinking to my 
love for nature and the sea, the priority of function and construction, a love for geometry and its 
postulates, which lay  the grounds for composition. That is to say, my artwork is a result of the clash 
of two basic origins – feelings and reason. In the struggle between the two alternatives the one or the 
other prevails, both mutually exclusive and yet mutually complementing. This struggle defined the 
vast boundaries of my creative effort in the range of natural forms – geometry with all the spin-offs 
of their numerous combinations.
 I graduated as an architect in 1954 in Sofia. After five years of practice, urban planning for the 
most part, I returned to my studies by enrolling in a class of mural painting at the National Academy 
of Arts. There I was fortunate enough to study under Prof. Georgi Bogdanov – an exceptional artist 
and teaching professional in the field of mural techniques, and an overall accomplished and cultured 
person. This is where architecture outlined my path in this “department” – i.e. in art related to the 
field of architecture and the problems of synthesis. Comparatively the ornamental stylistics of the 
field allowed me to avoid to some extent the direct and rude interference of political commitment, 
conducted by the apologists of “socialistic realism”.
 This opportunity for escape allowed me to design and implement in matter some purely 
ornamental compositions, even abstract at times, with the use of various techniques – mural, 
sgraffito, stained glass, tapestry, mosaic, etc.
  In other words, my education and my further work as a professor gave me the opportunity to 
become adapt in different fields of the techniques used, which allowed me, apart from mastering the 
craft – to realize the outstanding role of the medium for the stylistics and creation of the piece.
 After my graduation in 1965 I remained at the Academy as a tutor, assistant professor and 
professor until 1993. During this period I would remark my one year stay in Paris at the studio of 
the master of color George Patrix, my one but extremely useful month in Finland, and my meetings 
with the wizard of stained glass Tapio Wirkkala, also my several months in the US as a guest lecturer 
at SIU Carbondale and meeting Bill Boysen, Harris Deller, Brent Kington – all esteemed American 
artists, my membership at AIMC, as well as my participation at several conventions – at Ravenna, 
Skopje, Gazantiep, Athens, Nicosia, Vienna, and my meeting with one of the world’s most renowned 
masters of mosaic remains an open window to me into the world of mosaic…
 Apart from all my participations at all national applied arts exhibitions, I have to mention my 
individual appearances in the US at SIU Carbondale, in Burgas, Plovdiv and Sofia, at Belgrade, 
Chartres, Ravenna, as well as some collective ones at Ravenna, Alexandria, Serbia, Chartres, 
Moscow, Florence, Vienna, etc.
 Along with nature and geometry, the medium used is an essential and sometimes even a 
crucial shaping factor in my creative process. My attitude towards it is quite conservative. I still 
remember how my architecture professor would always praise the qualities of the lime mortar as 
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constantly hardening throughout time, and at the same time would cast doubt on those of concrete 
as a material not fully tested with no more than a hundred years of background history. Now, when 
over 150 years have well passed since the creation of concrete I think I can put my full trust in it. 
That is why my mosaics are made of concrete (3 parts sand and 1 part cement), and the binding 
mixture is lime mortar, reinforced with cement. Therefore, when it comes to concrete I always keep 
to the golden Italian rule “Less water in the making – more water in the keeping!”
 I use metal frames, made of 20/20 mm set squares, and for reinforcing – concrete iron j4. 
This guarantees stability, minimum thickness and weight. I roughen the surface of the concrete and 
maintain constant moisture while I work. By the way, I perform all of this technical work myself. 
Believe me, it’s quite soothing. Many of my latest works don’t even have a metal frame which 
allows their free shapes to participate more actively in the construction of the piece.
 Nature has given us so many different types of rock and stone. Using my hammer and anvil I 
make them into tesserae, as each stone would allow. Same goes for glass, which I shape using my 
own methods. I even dye the binding mixture if I have to use oxidic paint. My strong bond with the 
sea not only allows me to enjoy its splendor but to use its products – pebbles, glass shards, shells – 
as my creative media.
 And last but not least – some specific pieces of my media can give me an idea for a future 
piece of work, and this happen to me quite often.
And so, these three things – nature, geometry and the medium – are the ones who created in me a 
true friend of cavalletto mosaic.
 You see my mosaics in the order in which they were created. But before that I will allow 
myself to publish the opening of my first individual mosaic exhibition – in February, 1987, led off 
by the poet Petar Karaangov. A poet speaking about the works of an artist – could there be anything 
better?
 I am very grateful for my mosaics and my technique to others, and to myself, and I do not 
regret this choice.
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Bulgarian art, rich in events as it is, both individual and group ones, which used to carry about 
the aura of uniqueness, is yet frugal when it comes to exhibitions of the type Ilia Iliev offers now. 
Far from saying that this particular sphere of art lacks popularity. We have already had a couple of 
samples presented by different artists at general exhibitions. I, for myself, do not remember a one-
man show of the Kind. This one is a surprise both in terms of the mode of expression, i.e. the mosaic 
plastics, and as a unique chance to meet an artist of great profundity, an original artistic realm based 
on stone and its plastic qualities. Those capacities have not been used according to the established 
mode. Stone has been treated not as something solid in terms of volume and space but has rather 
been decomposed and broken following the regulations of Nature. The artist has recomposed it so 
as to reveal the lavishness of its silent beauty, subjected and enriched by the author himself, by his 
inspiration and will.
 Ilia Iliev’s mosaics make us wonder when facing this harmonious creation, this reality of 
a second order, which starts right from the reality of the matter to rise and soar as a tree outgrows 
its root and grows firm and solid and at the same time highly suggestive. One can get such results 
only after a long period of development. In this case it startes in Bourgas, where the artist was born, 
with its sea, Nature, with the biology. Hence his preference for the primeval, dating back to times 
immemorial; the crystal, the magma, the gleam of the precious metals, the soft colour inherent to the 
stone, which has forever captured the reflexion of distant geological epochs. Those reflexions have 
penetrated deep in us, filling us up with a sense of permanence and inexhaustability, peace and joy. 
What remains beyond us are the impulses, the intuition and riles, which reign the artist’s searches, 
his arrangement of the stone subjected to the rules of art, hence to the spirit, the invisible world, that 
gives meaning to the visible, the matter and the Universe. It will not be a mistake to argue that the 
inborn has been coupled with the acquired knowledge of a modern plasticity, architecture, geometry, 
meaningful composition. Those contradictory at tirst glance, yet supplementing aspects take us back: 
from the abstraction and pure geometry to Nature itself. The way the mosaic is arrenged proves to be 
a problem not of plastics alone but of a perfect mastership. What is it if not a generalised and tense 
geometry without beginning and end which originates from the forms of Nature? The composition, 
close to the inconsolable purity of the marble in the beginning, gradually becomes dense and tense, 
an opaque transient colour shows up, then the colour explodes. The joints become active through 
expansions or concaves, and certain zones have their setting dissolved, which has been believed 
impossible so far. A seemingly geometrical movement all of a sudden gives birth to series of jelly-
fish or aggressive circumferences. The artist often animates geometry by inserting materials of 
various volume, profile and origin in the simple constructions: pieces of metal, glass, a unique piece 
of stone. Something found out completely by chance: glass, “ready-made” samples of Nature, such 
as shell, molluscs, a leaf (both real or cast) offers a surprising abundance of plastic solutions. The 
exhibited mosaics prove that the artist basing his search on the intrinsic qualities of the material tries 
hard to put an emphasis on its plasticity and decorativeness and to achieve results typical of painting 
and sculpture. He cares to master the plastic space, the depths of the artistic meaning, the landscape. 
Thus Iliev leaves a strange window towards unknown slightly ajar.
 For a while we could imagine the artist’s solitary yet persistent search amidst the Nature 
that surrounds him. his desire to penetrate into the unexplored and incomprehensible, matter and 
finally, the efforts of the imagination, of the will, the joy and the pain resulting from the acquired 
knowledge and the achievement of self-knowledge, the art which extracts from the dead stone the 
spark of vitality, whose breath is crowned by humanity, itself. Let us bow once more to an art which 
draws us closer to life and consoles us.

Sofia, February 1987        Petar Karaangov
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LA MIA STRADA NELL’ARTE

Adesso, quando mi guardo sempre più spesso indietro, mi rendo conto che la cosa principale che mi 
ha fatto diventare un pittore, e più precisamente, il pittore che sono attualmente, è il mare, lì dove 
sono nato e sono cresciuto. Il mare con il suo ritmo perenne e irripetibile, dove ogni onda è diversa 
dall’altra e la sua strada finisce sempre in modo diverso sulla sabbia, cospargendola di conchiglie, 
vetri plasmati dall’acqua marina, piccole pietre, alghe e meduse.
 Tutti questi ricordi della mia infanzia sono rimasti impressi per sempre nella mia memoria e 
hanno contribuito notevolmente a delineare la mia strada verso la pittura. Una strada che si è rivelata 
alquanto difficile. Su di essa da ben dieci anni è presente anche l’architettura e l’esperienza maturata 
nel campo della stessa. Però nel corso di questi anni la mia nostalgia per le arti plastiche era così 
forte che non riuscivo a concepire l’architettura come parte integrante della stessa e in un certo senso 
consideravo questo periodo come “tempo perso”. 
 Adesso però sono grato per questo “tempo perso” che ha arricchito il mio amore per la natura 
e il mare con la capacità di pensare in modo razionale e preciso, la priorità della funzione e della 
costruzione, l’amore per la geometria e le sue leggi, che sono alla base della composizione. Vale a 
dire che la mia arte è il risultato dalla lotta tra due entità principali: i sentimenti e la ragione e la lotta 
tra le due, nella quale prevale l’una o l’altra, due entità che si completano e nello stesso tempo si 
negano a vicenda. Questa lotta definisce l’espandersi delle frontiere dei miei sforzi artistici nei limiti 
della forma della natura che è la geometria con tutte le possibili derivate delle varie combinazioni.
 Ho conseguito la mia laurea in architettura nel 1954 a Sofia e dopo cinque anni di lavoro 
soprattutto nel campo dell’urbanistica, sono tornato di nuovo sui banchi universitari dell’Accademia 
Nazionale dell’arte dove mi sono iscritto al corso di Arte murale. Lì ho avuto la fortuna di avere 
come insegnante il Prof. Georgi Bogdanov, un pittore e un insegnante eccezionale, nonché ottimo 
professionista nel campo delle tecniche murali e per completare il tutto una persona onnisapiente 
e dotata di un’elevata cultura e conoscenze. Anche qui l’architettura ha avuto un ruolo importante 
nell’indirizzarmi verso questa cattedra, cioè verso l’arte connessa all’ambiente architettonico e i 
problemi di sintesi. Lo stile più decorativo di questo corso di studi mi ha permesso fino ad un certo 
punto di evadere dall’invasione diretta e rozza dell’impegno politico verso il quale ci guidava il 
realismo socialista.
 Questa “via di fuga” mi ha permesso di progettare e realizzare materialmente delle composizioni 
puramente decorative e a volte persino astratte, utilizzando varie tecniche come l’arte murale, i 
graffiti, l’arte ornamentale delle vetrate, i tappeti murali e il mosaico.
 In altre parole, la mia laurea e il mio successivo lavoro come insegnante mi hanno dato la 
possibilità di essere un vero professionista nell’utilizzo delle varie tecniche, il che mi ha permesso, 
insieme all’apprensione delle conoscenze, di capire qual è il ruolo esclusivo del materiale utilizzato 
per la stilistica e per la creazione dell’opera.
 Dopo aver conseguito la laurea, sono rimasto nell’Accademia come insegnante, docente e 
professore fino al 1993. In questo periodo devo sottolineare la mia permanenza di un anno a Parigi 
nello studio dell’artista George Patrick, la breve ma proficua permanenza in Finlandia e i miei 
incontri con il mago del vetro, Tapio Wirkkala. Devo segnalare anche il periodo trascorso negli Stati 
Uniti (trattasi di alcuni mesi), durante il quale sono stato invitato come professore esterno ospite 
nella Southern Illinois University di Carbondale, nonché la mia conoscenza con Bill Boysen, Harris 
Deller, Brent Kington – nomi illustri della pittura statunitense. 
 La mia adesione in qualità di socio alla AIMC, la mia partecipazione in alcuni convegni a 
Ravenna, Skopije, Gazantiep, Atene, Nicosia e Vienna e la mia conoscenza con i più illustri artisti 
del mosaico in tutto il mondo restano per me una finestra aperta al mondo del mosaico.




